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Structures of a phycobilisome in 
light-harvesting and photoprotected states

María Agustina Domínguez-Martín1,2,3,11, Paul V. Sauer4,5,11 ✉, Henning Kirst2,3, Markus Sutter1,2,3, 
David Bína6,7, Basil J. Greber3,4,10, Eva Nogales3,4,5,8, Tomá! Polívka6 & Cheryl A. Kerfeld1,2,3,9 ✉

Phycobilisome (PBS) structures are elaborate antennae in cyanobacteria and red 
algae1,2. These large protein complexes capture incident sunlight and transfer the 
energy through a network of embedded pigment molecules called bilins to the 
photosynthetic reaction centres. However, light harvesting must also be balanced 
against the risks of photodamage. A known mode of photoprotection is mediated by 
orange carotenoid protein (OCP), which binds to PBS when light intensities are high to 
mediate photoprotective, non-photochemical quenching3–6. Here we use cryogenic 
electron microscopy to solve four structures of the 6.2!MDa PBS, with and without 
OCP bound, from the model cyanobacterium Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803. The 
structures contain a previously undescribed linker protein that binds to the 
membrane-facing side of PBS."For the unquenched PBS, the structures also reveal 
three di#erent conformational states of the antenna, two previously unknown. The 
conformational states result from positional switching of two of the rods and may 
constitute a new mode of regulation of light harvesting. Only one of the three PBS 
conformations can bind to OCP, which suggests that not every PBS is equally 
susceptible to non-photochemical quenching. In the OCP–PBS complex, quenching is 
achieved through the binding of four 34!kDa OCPs organized as two dimers. The 
complex reveals the structure of the active form of OCP, in which an approximately 
60!Å displacement of its regulatory carboxy terminal domain occurs. Finally, by 
combining our structure with spectroscopic properties7, we elucidate energy transfer 
pathways within PBS in both the quenched and light-harvesting states. Collectively, 
our results provide detailed insights into the biophysical underpinnings of the control 
of cyanobacterial light harvesting. The data also have implications for bioengineering 
PBS regulation in natural and arti$cial light-harvesting systems.

Cyanobacteria are the most abundant and ecophysiologically diverse 
primary producers on Earth. Oxygenic photosynthesis is an ancient 
cyanobacterial mechanism that enabled complex life to emerge8, and 
these organisms are currently being established as platforms for green 
biotechnologies9. Cyanobacterial PBS structures1,2 are massive pig-
ment–protein complexes that can constitute up to half the soluble 
protein content of the cell10. The two major PBS substructures, the 
core and the rod, are composed of phycobiliproteins and colourless 
linker proteins2. Phycobilin pigments are covalently bound to the phy-
cobiliproteins2, which assemble into disc-like trimers (%&)3 or hex-
amers (%&)6. These discs are chained together in the rods and core 
cylinders by linker proteins and organized into a complete PBS11–13. 
The association of pigments with the proteins tunes the energetic 
properties of the pigments to establish an energy cascade towards 
the photosynthetic reaction centres. This cascade is both extremely 

fast and highly efficient (about 95%)14,15, but also potentially deadly 
when too much light energy is absorbed. All photosynthetic organisms 
have evolved photoprotective mechanisms for the rapid conversion 
of excess excitation energy into heat before it causes harm16. However, 
photoprotection is also wasteful. In cyanobacteria, 60–80% of captured 
light energy is lost to non-photochemical quenching (NPQ)17. In most 
cyanobacteria, NPQ is triggered by a water-soluble photoreceptor 
that binds to a single carotenoid molecule, the OCP3–6. Absorption 
of blue-green light by the resting orange form of the protein, OCPO, 
converts it into the quenching red form, OCPR, that binds to PBS18–21. 
The structure of OCPR and how it binds to PBS have evaded elucida-
tion, which has resulted in ongoing debates regarding the mechanism 
of OCP-induced energy dissipation. Here we report three cryogenic 
electron microscopy (cryo-EM) structures of the 6.2!MDa PBS from 
Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 at overall resolutions of 2.1–3.5!Å. Each 
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structure represents distinct conformers of rod arrangements: the 
canonical up-up (2.7!Å resolution) and two previously undescribed 
up-down (2.8!Å) and down-down (3.5!Å) conformations. We describe the 
structure of the complete rods, a previously unknown linker protein, 
the arrangement of all bilins and elucidate probable energy transfer 
pathways based on structural and spectroscopic properties. We also 
report a fourth structure, the OCP–PBS complex, at an overall reso-
lution of 2.7!Å. In contrast to previous predictions19,22, our structure 
shows that PBS is quenched by two OCP dimers at two distinct sites of 
the core. The complex also reveals the structure of OCPR, whereby a 
large displacement of the C-terminal domain (CTD) takes place dur-
ing photoactivation. We also show that quenching occurs through 
energy transfer and that the 6.2!MDa PBS with its 396 bilin molecules 
is efficiently quenched by four 34!kDa OCPs. Collectively, these data 
constitute one of the first structures of a light-harvesting antenna in 
both quenched and unquenched states. They also provide a blueprint 
for the understanding and engineering of light harvesting and photo-
protection in cyanobacterial and artificial photosynthesis.

Overview of the structures
Purified PBSs were biotinylated and subjected to cryo-EM using strepta-
vidin affinity grids23 to reduce preferential particle orientations and 
to increase stability (Methods, Extended Data Fig."1 and Supplemen-
tary Tables"1 and 2). We determined the structure of three distinct PBS 
conformations at resolutions ranging from 2.7 to 3.5!Å for the entire 
complexes. This enabled us to build all pigment and protein chains, 
except for ferredoxin–NADP reductase, which we did not observe in our 
electron microscopy densities (Fig."1, Extended Data Figs."2 and 3 and 
Extended Data Table"1). As previously reported24, the rods are flexible 
and appeared smeared in the reconstructions. Therefore, the rods were 
independently processed and reconstructed, which produced a resolu-
tion of 2.1!Å that enabled us to also model about 2,700 water molecules.

The PBS core consists of three cylinders: a top cylinder (T) stacked 
on top of two basal cylinders (B1 and B2) (Fig."1 and Extended Data 
Fig."4). Each of the two B!cylinders has one rod attached, whereas four 
rods are attached to the T!cylinder. The core consists of 80 polypep-
tide chains and 72 phycocyanobilins (PCBs), and each rod contains 40 
protein subunits and 54 PCBs. In total, the 320 proteins and 396 bilin 
molecules amount to a molecular mass of 6.2!MDa. Extended Data Fig."4 
and Supplementary Table"1 provide an inventory of the subunits, their 
component protein family domains and functional roles.

In contrast to previous cyanobacterial PBS structures13, our struc-
tures include three different major rod conformations; two, to our 
knowledge, have not been described before. They are distinguished by 
alternative positioning of two of the four T!rods (henceforth referred 
to as mobile T!rods as opposed to static T!rods). In the up-up conforma-
tion, both mobile rods are tilted upwards, which corresponds to the 
canonical hemidiscoidal PBS. The two newly described conformers 
are the up-down conformation and the down-down conformation. 
In the up-down conformation, one of the mobile rods moves down-
wards to assume a position parallel to the other rods, whereas in the 
down-down conformation, all the T!cylinder rods are in a down position. 
The down-down conformation reduces the height of the complex by 
more than 100!Å, which leads to a more compact profile of PBS (Fig."1a). 
Individual rods could not be sorted into distinct classes, which sug-
gests that all rods within one complex have an identical composition 
regardless of their conformation (Extended Data Fig."2c).

We also determined the cryo-EM structure of an intact quenched OCP–
PBS complex at an overall resolution of 2.7!Å, with individual domains 
resolved at 2.1!Å (rods) to 2.5–4!Å (core regions and OCP) (Fig."1c, 
Extended Data Figs."5 and 6, Extended Data Table"2 and Methods). The 
quenched state requires the up-up PBS configuration (Fig."1c). Previous 
biochemical and spectroscopic studies have suggested that PBS has 
one or two OCP-binding sites19,22. However, our cryo-EM structure of the 

OCP–PBS complex reveales that four OCPR molecules, arranged as two 
dimers, are bound to the core of the light-harvesting antenna (Fig."1c,d) 
in the fully quenched state. Each dimer consists of one OCP bound to 
the T!cylinder and the second bound to a B!cylinder (Fig."1d). We did not 
observe any partially quenched states (for example, consisting of only 
one OCP dimer bound to the PBS). This is probably because our sample 
contained a large excess of OCP to PBS (20:1) to favour the formation of 
the fully quenched complex (Extended Data Fig."7c,d).

Superimposition of the up-up conformation of PBS in the 
light-harvesting state (no bound OCPR) and in the quenched state 
(four bound OCPR molecules) closely match (Extended Data Fig."8a,b). 
Moreover, structures of the core, with or without the four bound OCPR 
molecules, are essentially identical within experimental error (overall 
root mean square deviation of 0.44!Å over 12,716 aligned core C% atoms). 
Given the multiple conformations of PBS in its light-harvesting state, each 
distinguished by different positions of the mobile rod, it is notable that 
the binding site of OCP is situated immediately below the attachment 
of the mobile rod to the core. Therefore, when the mobile rod is in the 
down position, it completely occludes the OCP-binding site. Our model 
suggests that the mobile rod of the unoccupied side of partially quenched 
PBS complexes can move freely between its up and down states. By con-
trast, the fully quenched state requires the up-up PBS conformation to 
have all four OCPR-binding sites accessible. A previous study25 showed 
that the in"situ higher order organization of PBS is made up of closely 
appressed PBS in the up-up state. Even in this compact arrangement, the 
binding sites for the OCP dimer are accessible. This indicates that,"poten-
tially, these light-harvesting arrays can be rapidly quenched by OCP when 
light intensities are too high (Extended Data Fig."9g,h).

Linker architecture and identification of a new linker 
protein, ApcG
Both the core and the rods contain linker proteins in their central cavi-
ties that provide scaffolding and organize the arrangement of the Apc 
and Cpc subunits. This system therefore ensures the proper orientation 
and spacing of the pigments (Figs."1b and 2a). Central to the organi-
zation are two copies of ApcE (Fig."2a,b and Extended Data Fig."10a), 
which form the major scaffold of the core by connecting the bottom 
with the top cylinders11–13. The PB loop (residues 87–129) is disordered 
and could not be modelled, but all other ApcE domains were resolved. 
The three cylinders are capped by six copies of ApcC that interact with 
ApcE (Fig."2a and Extended Data Fig."10b).

In the rods, there are four linker proteins (Fig."2a,d). CpcG1 is located 
at the core-proximal side. Its 60-residue C-terminal extension attaches 
it to the PBS core (Fig."2c,d and Extended Data Fig."10c). The homo-
logues CpcC1 and CpcC2 form the bulk of the interior of the rods 
(Fig."2d and Extended Data Fig."10d). The interdomain linker of CpcC1 
is 15 residues longer than in CpcC2, which enables a 70° rotation of 
the pf01383 domain of CpcC1 compared with CpcC2 (Extended Data 
Fig."10d). This results in an apparent 10° rotation between each CpcA 
and CpcB hexamer (Fig."2g). Even though all linker proteins within 
the rod use the same two domains to connect to one another, differ-
ences in the binding interface of each domain pair define a specific 
architecture for the correct assembly of the entire rod (Fig."2h,i and 
Extended Data Fig."10e–g).

Two copies of a previously unknown linker protein (sll1873) were 
discovered in the cryo-EM density map and identified by mass spec-
trometry (Fig."3a and Supplementary Table"2). We denote it as ApcG 
or LC10 in continuation with the established nomenclature. One copy 
of ApcG is bound to each of the two bottom cylinders, and their amino 
termini extend towards the membrane-facing side. A hidden Markov 
model (HMM) search revealed"ApcG homologues in 94% of sequenced 
genomes that also have an ApcE orthologue (Supplementary Table"3). 
ApcG contains three conserved sequence motifs: an N-terminal motif 
of about 15 residues and two C-terminal motifs, including a short 
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C-terminal helix that binds in a groove on ApcA comparable to CpcG1 
(Fig."3a,b and Extended Data Fig."10b). The highly conserved residue 
R100 of ApcG directly contacts the PCB of ApcA in the bottom cylinder, 
which suggests that it may fine-tune its spectroscopic properties. It has 
previously been suggested that PBS interacts with phospholipid head 
groups26; therefore, ApcG could mediate this interaction through its 
positively charged linker region (Fig."3b). Given its location close to 
terminal emitters and the membrane, we propose that ApcG plays a key 
part in PBS localization and energy transfer to photosystem!II (PSII).

The residual density for ApcG, the new linker identified here, can also 
be found in the recently reported 3.5–3.7!Å PBS structures from Ana-
baena sp. PCC 7120 and Synechococcus sp. PCC 7002 (ref. 13) (Extended 
Data Fig."10i). The density was unassigned, probably because of the 
lower resolution of those structures. The position and the total length 
of the traceable polypeptide chain are comparable to that found in the 
PBS of Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803. This observation is in accord with 
our findings that ApcG is a conserved core component of PBS. Future 
studies will clarify whether ApcG only serves as a structural linker within 
PBS or if it also assumes other roles.

Environment of the terminal emitters
At the membrane-facing side of PBS, the terminal emitter chromo-
phores of ApcD and ApcE are responsible for transferring the absorbed 
energy to the reaction centres (Fig."3c and Extended Data Fig."4). ApcF 

plays a crucial part in energy migration to ApcE and affects state transi-
tions27,28. ApcD has been documented to have a role in delivering energy 
to photosystem!I (PSI), aside from PSII28. The centre-to-centre distance 
between the PCBs of ApcE and ApcF is 23!Å, whereas it is 35!Å between 
the PCBs of ApcD and ApcF (Fig."3c, inset). Even though these distances 
fall within the range of other PCB distances, their local environments are 
probably responsible for the observed shift in fluorescence emission of 
ApcE and ApcD to 680!nm (compared with 660!nm for ApcA), although 
a minor contribution from excitonic coupling cannot be excluded29. 
Rigid body docking of our structure into a negative stain map of the 
Anabaena sp. PBS bound to PSII30 suggests that the closest interpig-
ment distance between PBS and PSII might be as large as about 50!Å 
(Fig."3d). The requirement to spectroscopically bridge such a distance 
(to either PSII or PSI) might be one of the drivers for the diversification 
of ApcD, ApcE and ApcF around the terminal chromophores of PBS, 
which leads to their specific properties.

Core–rod linker architecture and conformational 
switching
Rod attachment is mediated by CpcG1, which protrudes from the cen-
tral cavity of each rod and latches onto the surface of the core cylinders. 
The PBS core accommodates the CpcG1 linkers through a network of 
grooves that span the surfaces of ApcA and ApcB and can be divided 
into central and lateral grooves (Fig."4a and Extended Data Fig."11a). 
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Unlike the PBS complexes in red algae, grooves from separate discs can 
align to create a curving binding path for the CpcG1 linkers (Fig."4a).

The conformations of the CpcG1 linkers correlate within the three 
rods (Fig."4b). When comparing the linkers of the top and bottom static 
rods, it is apparent that the linker can adopt one of two different con-
formations: extended or compact. In the compact state, a region of six 
amino acids (W196–R201), which we define as the hinge, forms a small 
coil or helix that changes the local geometry of the linker relative to  
the extended state (Figs."2c and 4b). Of the two static rods, the hinge of 
the upper rod adopts the extended conformation, whereas the hinge of 
the lower rod is in the compact conformation (Fig."4b). As a consequence 
of this conformational difference, the globular domain of the lower 
CpcG1 is rotated with respect to the globular domain of the upper CpcG1. 
This rotation is locked in place only for the static rods. By contrast, the 
mobile rod can toggle between these two states, which are determined 
by the conformation of the hinge. Superposition of the position of CpcG1 
of the mobile rod in its down conformation with its up conformation 
revealed that the movement of the mobile rod between down and up cor-
responds to the conformational change of the linker between compact 
and extended. This switch is accommodated by a 62° upwards swing of 
the entire rod, which is the most marked difference between the down 
and up conformations (Fig."4c). A corresponding conformational change 
within the static rods is inhibited because it would result in a clash of 
the static rods. The bottom static rod would swing upwards while the 
upper static rod would swing downwards. This mutual blockade alone 
is sufficient to explain the static nature of these two rods.

The mobile rod is held in place in its down position through interac-
tions with its static rod neighbour. Two Cpc(%&)6 hexamers proximal 
to the PBS core interact through a salt bridge that is formed between 
R150 of one of the CpcB structures in the mobile rod and E131 of one 
of the CpcA structures in the static rod (Extended Data Fig."11b). The 
superposition of the down and up conformations also revealed that 
the upper static rod experiences a 36!Å lateral displacement when 
the mobile rod is down, but relaxes into its central position once the 
mobile rod swings upwards (Fig."4c). Once in the central position, the 
static rod obstructs the downward movement of the mobile rod and 
stabilizes this conformation. Hence, in every case, the mobile rod needs 
to overcome an energy barrier to move in either direction.

Structure of OCPR

Our OCP–PBS structure reveals the structure of OCPR, the red active 
form of OCP (Fig."5). Structurally, the OCP is composed of two domains: 
an N-terminal domain (NTD) with an %-helical fold specific to cyano-
bacteria and a mixed %/& CTD joined by a flexible linker. A single can-
thaxanthin (CAN) carotenoid molecule spans both domains5 (Fig."5a). 
However, the structure of OCPR bound to PBS showed that the NTD 
and CTD are separated and connected only through the extended 
interdomain linker (Fig."5a). Consistent with previous findings20,31, we 
observed an elongated structure and the complete translocation of 
the carotenoid into the NTD. Notably, our structure also showed that 
in OCPR, the CTD is rotated about 220° around the NTD. This results 
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in a net translation of about 60!Å for the centre of mass of the CTD 
(Fig."5b and Supplementary video"1). This translation is slightly differ-
ent for the T!cylinder compared with the B!cylinder bound state (61!Å 
for T, 63!Å for B). The translocation of the carotenoid from a position 
shared between the NTD and CTD to completely into the NTD along 
with the detachment of the CTD exposes the &1 surface. The &1 surface 
is buried between the two domains in OCPO, and its exposure allows it 
to interact with the binding site on PBS (Fig."5a).

We have previously determined the X-ray crystal structure of the 
isolated NTD of OCP (Protein Data Bank (PDB) identifier 4XB4)20, known 
as the red carotenoid protein (RCP)." The RCP can quench PBS20,21. The 
NTD of OCPR and the isolated RCP superpose with a root mean square 
deviation of 0.4!Å over 121 aligned C% atoms and exhibit similar carot-
enoid conformations. However, the protein environment surrounding 
the chromophore differs owing to the presence of the NTD–CTD linker 
(residues G166–T194) in OCPR. Residues E174–V177 are ordered across 
the &2 surface (Fig."5a) and are within 4!Å of the carotenoid. In particular, 
the positioning of linker residue E174 may contribute to the pronounced 
asymmetry of the electrostatic distribution around the carotenoid. The 
net charge is negative around the &2 ring and positive around the &1 
ring, which is proximal to a bilin (Extended Data Fig."12a,b). This system 
probably stabilizes OCPR in its binding site and fixes the mutual position 
of the carotenoid in OCP and the closest bilin in PBS.

Notably, two OCPR molecules, one bound to the B!cylinder and the 
other bound to the T!cylinder, form a dimer interacting through their 
CTDs (Fig."5c). The density for the CTD dimers is weak, which indicates 
that they are probably mobile. However, alternative binding modes or 

substoichiometric occupancy cannot be ruled out. Nevertheless, the 
dimerization is stable, with a buried surface area of about 1,150!Å2. The 
residues making up the dimerization interface are conserved in OCP 
(Fig."5d and Extended Data Fig."12c,e) and are shielded from solvent 
in OCPO by interaction with the N-terminal extension (NTE; residues 
1–18). Accordingly, the OCPR structure connects two apparently dis-
parate observations with respect to structural changes associated 
with photoactivation: OCPR is a dimer in solution32 and dimerization 
is mediated by residues exposed by dissociation of the NTE during 
photoactivation21,31.

Reactivation of the quenched PBS depends on the 14!kDa fluores-
cence recovery protein (FRP), which interacts with the CTD of OCP33. 
On the basis of the OCPR dimers we observed in the quenching complex, 
we propose that a FRP dimer binds to the CTD dimer. Each CTD could 
then form a complex with a FRP monomer while disrupting the CTD 
dimer, and FRP can protect the newly exposed hydrophobic residues 
on the CTD from solvent. The detached CTDs are then able to approach 
the NTD again to enable reassociation and formation of OCPO. This 
proposed mechanism is consistent with previous data from controlled 
proteolysis experiments that showed that the CTD is not essential for 
quenching and may therefore have a regulatory role21. Moreover, recent 
biochemical data have suggested that in catalysing the reversion from 
OCPR to OCPO, OCPR and FRP binding occurs in a 2:2 ratio34. One of the 
main differences in the conformation of the CTD in OCPR is the loop 
formed by residues P276, W277 and F278, which covers the entrance to 
the tunnel in the CTD that is occupied by carotenoid in OCPO (Extended 
Data Fig."12d). On the basis of an X-ray footprinting model35, the bound 
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of ApcE is rendered. The inset shows the orientation and distances of the PCBs 
of ApcD, ApcE and ApcF. d, Rigid body docking of our PBS core structure onto 
PSII, using Electron Microscopy Data Bank identifier 2822 as a reference.

https://doi.org/10.2210/pdb4XB4/pdb
http://www.ebi.ac.uk/pdbe/entry/emdb/2822
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FRP could also facilitate the re-opening of the carotenoid tunnel for 
carotenoid re-entry by binding and repositioning these residues.

The OCP–PBS interaction
Our structure of the OCP–PBS complex reveals that, contrary to previ-
ous predictions, four OCPR molecules arranged as two dimers bind to 
the PBS core in the quenched complex. The binding sites are located 
at the top and the bottom cylinders of PBS (Fig."1c,d). Several"models, 
some mutually exclusive, based on a wide range of experimental tech-
niques have been proposed for the OCP–PBS interaction36–40. Some of 
the suggested gross characteristics of the interface, such as the binding 
of OCP to ApcA and ApcB (APC660)38–40 are confirmed and are now 
explained in detail by our structure (Figs."1c,d and"6a,b). OCPR inter-
acts mostly with the outermost ApcA and ApcB disc in the T!cylinder 
(Fig."6a). The two top binding sites (here named Ta and Tb) are identi-
cal apart from minor differences in side-chain conformations. On the 
B!cylinders, OCPR is bound to the two ApcA and ApcB trimers with only 
a minor interaction with an ApcB from the ApcABEF trimer (Figs."1d and 
6a). Furthermore, our structure showed that OCPR interacts with the 
CpcG1 rod–linker that contributes to the binding surface area (Fig."6a,d 
and Supplementary Tables"4 and 5).

The interaction surfaces between OCPR and the B!cylinders (about 
1,400!Å2) are identical and are slightly larger than the buried surface of 
interaction with the T!cylinder (about 1,200!Å2). The larger interaction 
surface of the B!cylinder binding site results from additional interac-
tions with the NTE (G10, I11, F12 and N14) and with the interdomain 
linker residues A165 and G166 with the ApcB (G21 and D25) from the 
ApcABEF disc (Fig."6c,d and Supplementary Table"4). A subset of the 
residues of the NTE, released from the CTD after conversion to OCPR 
(Fig."5a), interact with the B!cylinder. In particular, the conserved resi-
due F12 shows extensive interactions with residues from ApcA (highly 
conserved E76 and T80), ApcB (highly conserved Y62) and with P215 
and M216 from the rod–core linker CpcG1 (Supplementary Table"4). The 
release of the NTE from the CTD in the conversion from OCPO to OCPR 

not only enables CTD–CTD dimerization but also provides additional 
contacts to PBS.

The majority of OCPR residues involved in the interaction with PBS are 
from the &1 face of the NTD (Fig."6c and Supplementary Tables"4 and 5).  
Residues from the CTD (N314, F315 and R317) are also in proximity to 
the PBS core, but their density is weak and therefore it is unlikely that 
these are specific interactions. The closeness of their approach does, 
however, explain why several studies that used crosslinkers identi-
fied residues in the linker or in the CTD as interacting with PBS36,37. 
The conserved R155 from the NTD is in the centre of the interaction 
surface next to the carotenoid and interacts with the highly conserved 
ApcA residue Y73 (Fig."6e). Additional interactions occur between 
R155 and E76 (conserved ApcA) at the B!cylinder and between G74, E76 
and M77 (conserved ApcA residues) at the T!cylinder (Supplementary 
Tables"4 and 5). Although most of the central interactions of OCP with 
PBS involve ApcA, there are also significant peripheral interactions 
with ApcB, such as E54, that interact with several residues from OCP 
(Fig."6g).

Another large portion (about 300!Å2) of the OCPR interface with PBS 
is formed by the loop that connects the two discontinuous four-helix 
bundles that constitute the NTD. These residues, T52–A58, are pre-
dominantly small side-chains that are strongly conserved (Fig."6f). 
The backbone of the OCP in this region closely approaches the ApcA 
backbone; G69 of ApcA and OCP residues A55 and A58 are only 5–6!Å 
apart, which explains the conservation of the small"side-chains. Fur-
thermore, the &1 ring of CAN is surrounded by four highly conserved 
residues (P68, G69, G70 and Y73) from ApcA (Fig."6e and Supplementary 
Tables"4 and 5). These residues stabilize the centre-to-centre distance 
between both chromophores at around 27!Å (Fig."7d).

A comparison with the 3.5–3.7!Å PBS structures from Anabaena sp. 
PCC 7120 and Synechococcus sp. PCC 7002 (ref. 13) showed that the 
binding site of OCP is conserved in the structurally similar PBS of Syn-
echococcus sp. PCC 7002. However, assuming the same binding sites, 
only one OCP could bind to the top cylinder in the pentacylindrical PBS 
from Anabaena sp. PCC 7120 (Extended Data Fig."8c,d).
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Model of energy transfer and OCP-induced quenching
We used our structural data to model the energy transfer within PBS. We 
assumed energy transfer in the limit of Förster theory using a dipole–
dipole approximation for interpigment couplings (see"Methods for 
details of the model). The map of energy transfer rates for PBS in the 
up-up conformation is shown in Fig."7. In this system, excitation of essen-
tially any pigment rapidly directs the excitation to the terminal emitters. 
The map also showed that the bottleneck is the rod-to-core energy 
transfer, as suggested by global fitting models of time-resolved fluo-
rescence data7. Energy transfer between the pigments in the core, both 
within and between the cylinders, is more efficient than rod-to-core 
transfer. The overall flow of energy through the entire PBS obtained 
from our model closely matched the experimental data (Extended 
Data Fig."13a,b).

The individual rate constants shown in the map were used to cal-
culate how long the excitation resides in each structural (for exam-
ple, rod or core) or spectroscopic unit (Methods and Extended Data 
Fig."13a–c). Using this approach, we also investigated the energy 

transfer through both the up-up and the down-down PBS conforma-
tions by placing the excitation to the most distant disc of the respective 
rods (Fig."7c). For both conformations, the excitation reaches the APC 
core in less than 100!ps, which is in agreement with the experimental 
data (Extended Data Fig."13a,b). Moving the mobile rod to the down 
position (solid lines in Fig."7c) facilitates inter-rod energy transfer, as 
the more packed conformation increases the probability of energy 
transfer between bilins from different rods. Excitation of the mobile 
rod in the down-down conformation leads to a"population of"about 
10% in the B-cylinder rod, whereas the B-cylinder rod population"is 
essentially zero"when the mobile rod is in the up-up conformation 
(Fig."7c). The same effect occurred for excitation of the bottom rod; 
essentially no inter-rod energy transfer was observed for the up-up 
conformation, whereas a non-negligible population was found at the 
other rods in the down-down PBS (Fig."7c). Thus, the more compact 
down-down conformation enables more pathways to reach the core, 
which slightly increases the overall trapping efficiency. Conversely, the 
fact that significant movement of the mobile rod keeps the overall flow 
of energy through the system effectively unchanged demonstrates the 
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robustness of PBS with respect to its light-harvesting capacity. Com-
parisons with the PBS from red algae showed that the overall dynam-
ics are similar11,12,41, which further underscores the robustness of PBS.

The OCP–PBS structure was used to model PBS quenching by the 
carotenoid bound to OCPR. We assumed that only energy transfer is 
involved in the quenching mechanism. Other potential mechanisms, 
such as excitonic quenching or electron transfer, are unlikely given 
the approximate 27!Å distance between CAN in OCPR and the closest 
bilin (Fig."7d). The simulation was carried out for the entire OCP–PBS 
complex, and the unquenched state of PBS was simulated by setting 
the transition dipole moment of CAN in OCP to zero, which effectively 
switches off the OCP quenching capacity (details are provided in Meth-
ods).

The results of modelling the energy flow through the OCP–PBS com-
plex in quenched and unquenched states are shown in Fig."7e. After 
excitation of a PBS rod, the energy is transferred to the APC core within 
the first 100!ps, and this process is not affected by OCP. The lifetime of 
the APC core is significantly shortened in the quenched state, which 
provides support for the assumption that the structural arrangement 
of OCP facilitates efficient quenching of the core through the energy 
transfer mechanism to the S1 state of CAN. The results show that for 
each of the four OCP CAN molecules, there is one bilin characterized 
by a bilin-to-CAN transfer time constant of 29!±!3!ps (mean ± s.d.)"and 

one bilin transferring at 89!±!3!ps (for a CAN transition dipole moment 
of 2.3"D and S1 energy of 14,000!cm'1; Extended Data Fig."9a,d).  
No other pairwise time constants shorter than 200!ps were found, but 
all bilin-to-CAN pairwise transfer times were included for modelling 
PBS quenching. The PBS lifetimes obtained from our model based 
on the presented OCP–PBS structure are consistent with the experi-
mental data (Extended Data Fig."9e,f), but only under conditions in 
which four OCPs are bound to PBS. If we left only one, two or three OCPs 
active, the quenching efficiency was significantly decreased (Fig."7f).  
Thus, the key structural feature that ensures efficient quenching 
through the energy transfer mechanism is the binding of two dimers 
of OCPR to PBS. Moreover, our modelling suggests that four OCPs bound 
to one PBS within an array can quench energy captured by a different 
array PBS owing to lateral energy transfer. This makes the array arrange-
ment both efficient at low light and rapidly responsive when exposed 
to high light intensities (Extended Data Fig."9g,h).

We note, however, that using the approximate values of a carotenoid 
transition dipole moment of 2.3"D and S1 energy of 14,000!cm'1 results 
in a total PBS lifetime of about 400!ps. This value demonstrates effi-
cient quenching, but it is still longer than the less than 200!ps lifetime 
obtained from experiments7. To obtain the lifetime of quenched PBS 
that matches the experimental value, a CAN transition dipole moment 
of about 4 D is required (Extended Data Fig."9a). Such values were 
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obtained for echinenone in OCP (Extended Data Fig."9b), and it is 
therefore possible that the specific configuration of CAN in OCPR and/
or interactions with the local environment may enhance the transi-
tion dipole moment of CAN. Similarly, downshift of the CAN S1 energy 
by about 1,500!cm'1 would shorten the bilin-to-CAN energy transfer 
time (Extended Data Fig."9d), which shifts the PBS lifetime closer 
to the experimental value. This analysis shows that we can obtain 
a nearly perfect match with experimental values if we tune the two 
estimated parameters, the transition dipole moment and the S1 energy 
of CAN, within realistic limits. Our model therefore reasonably repro-
duces the quenching of PBS by OCPR, but because the exact values 
of parameters related to CAN remain unknown, the match between 
our model and experiment is not ideal. However, as the exact values 
of the estimated parameters are affected by local interactions in the 
pigment-binding sites, the high-resolution structure of OCP–PBS 
provides a starting point for high-level quantum chemical calcula-
tions that aim to precisely determine the parameters that were only 
approximated in our model.

Conformational switching and its relation to light 
harvesting and quenching
The quality of our structural data and the various proportions of the 
three PBS conformations suggests that we have captured previously 
unknown conformations of the cyanobacterial antenna. This may be 
because during earlier attempts to visualize the cyanobacterial PBS, 
different conformations were probably confounded with general flex-
ibility24 or disregarded as damaged particles42. Other methods43,44 used 
to determine structural arrangements of the rods, such as crosslinking 
mass spectrometry, are not suited to distinguish between inter-rod and 
intra-rod contacts and are therefore unable to detect the conformations 
we identified. Because the static rods displayed two different hinge con-
formations, it is unlikely that the rod movement is an artefact from sam-
ple preparation or imaging. The observed movement was directional 
and quantifiable, hallmarks of biologically relevant conformational 
changes. It is tempting to assume that the mechanistic cause for the 
rod movement is coupled to the transfer of excitation energy through 
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PBS. Pigment molecules can be found near several residues crucial for 
rod movement (Fig."4b and Extended Data Fig."11b), but further studies 
are now needed to explore whether any of the pigments within PBS can 
trigger a conformational change and dictate rod position. The newly 
described PBS architectures hint at a regulation of light harvesting at 
the level of supramolecular organization in the thylakoid membrane 
that is somehow regulated by rod movement.

We propose two scenarios for placing our structures in that context. 
PBS arrays efficiently pack light-harvesting pigments on the surface 
of the thylakoid membrane and therefore increase the overall photon 
absorption cross-section of a cell. Moreover, they create redundancy of 
light harvesting and photochemical energy conversion at the reaction 
centres and can therefore mitigate energetic losses due to damaged 
PSII. Using the published structure of an array as a model25, we found 
that only the up-up state of PBS could fit into the array (Extended Data 
Fig."13d). As stated above, modelling of the energetics of our structure 
in arrays indicated that lateral energy transfer between PBSs within 
an array is possible, mainly between adjacent PBS cores (Extended 
Data Fig."13e,f). Under certain conditions, PBS arrays might need to be 
dismantled to rebalance PSII compared with PSI excitation pressure. 
Given that the down-down and down-up PBS conformations cannot 
be fit into arrays (Extended Data Fig."13e,f), a conformational change 
in one PBS unit could therefore help break up such arrays by acting as 
a terminator or interrupter of PBS array formation.

The second scenario, in which the PBS conformation may regulate 
the balance between light harvesting and photoprotection, is coupled 
with OCP-induced quenching. Activated OCP binds to the lateral side 
of the PBS core in the space between the rods (Extended Data Fig."9g), 
but the binding site is completely blocked when the mobile rod is in the 
down position. Therefore, the mobile rod controls access of OCP to the 
PBS core and determines whether PBS can be quenched.

Multiple regulatory mechanisms may be a means for the cell to 
fine-tune its light-harvesting efficiency to adjust to altered metabolic 
and cellular requirements. Moreover, these scenarios are not mutually 
exclusive and could work concurrently, but on different time scales, 
to adjust light-harvesting in response to environmental changes. 
The OCP-binding site is still accessible in PBS arrays (Extended Data 
Fig."9g); therefore, PBS arrays are readily available for OCP-induced 
excitation energy quenching following rapid changes in the envi-
ronment. Supramolecular rearrangements of the photosynthetic 
machinery can then take place to rebalance light harvesting, which 
might involve rod movement and array dispersion. Several stud-
ies have revealed that excitation energy harvested at the PBS can 
be transferred to PSI44. Given that PSI does not require excitation 
energy quenching at the light-harvesting system, it can be consid-
ered that the down-down position which obscures the OCP-binding 
site might be involved mainly in transferring its harvested energy 
to PSI. In fact, in such a scenario, OCP-induced quenching would be 
counterproductive.

Light utilization governed by the balance of light harvesting and 
photoprotection is arguably the greatest challenge in realizing the 
full potential of cyanobacteria as solar powered cellular factories45. 
Although efficient quenching is important for the fitness of the 
organism in its natural environment, the NPQ process causes energy 
losses in cyanobacterial mass cultures, decreasing the photosyn-
thetic sunlight-to-biomass conversion efficiency by up to 60%17,46. 
The structure of the quenched state of a cyanobacterial PBS provides 
the requisite description of excitation energy transfer during quench-
ing to inform efforts to modify the PBS, the OCP and/or the FRP to 
reduce this energetically wasteful process, with the goal of improv-
ing photosynthetic light energy capture and conversion46,47. Thus, 
this high-resolution model of a quenched light-harvesting antenna 
in conjunction with the discovery of conformational dynamics of the 
rods has implications for understanding and engineering both natural 
and artificial photosynthetic systems.
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Methods
Preparation of Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 PBS
Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 was grown photoautotrophically in BG11 
medium. Cells were kept in a rotary shaker (100!r.p.m.) at 30!°C, under 
3%!CO2 enrichment, illuminated by white fluorescent lamps with a total 
intensity of about 30!µmol!photons!m'2!s'1. The protocol used for PBS 
isolation was based on refs. 48,49. The cells were collected at 8,000!r.p.m. 
for 10!min at room temperature. The pellet was resuspended in 10!ml of 
PBS isolation buffer (0.75!M potassium phosphate buffer pH!7.5, 1!mM 
EDTA and 0.5!mM PMSF) per 2!g of fresh weight of cells. The cells were 
washed twice by centrifugation at 30,000g for 15!min. The cells were 
broken through a French press at 20,000–25,000!psi three times. The 
supernatant was incubated in the presence of 2% (v/v) Triton X-100 
with stirring in dim light at 23!°C for 15–20!min. The cell debris and 
aggregates were removed by ultracentrifugation at 20,000!r.p.m.  
(Ti-70 rotor) for 20!min at room temperature. The dark blue superna-
tant was directly loaded onto a discontinuous sucrose gradient (0.5, 
0.75, 1 and 1.5!M sucrose layers in 0.75!M potassium phosphate buffer 
pH!7.5) and spun at 150,000g at 23!°C for 16!h using a SW28 rotor.  
The intact PBS was recovered from the 0.75–1!M interface of the 
sucrose gradient. The PBS was buffer-exchanged into 0.75!M potassium 
phosphate buffer pH!7.5 using Amicon (30!kDa). The samples were kept 
at room temperature until further use.

Expression and purification of Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 OCP–
CAN holoprotein in Escherichia coli
The Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803"ocp gene (slr1963) was engineered 
with a sequence coding for a C-terminal 10( histidine tag and cloned 
into pCDFDuet (Novagen), which resulted in a plasmid named pEP4. 
BL21 (DE3) cells were transformed simultaneously with pEP4 and 
pAC-CANTHipi plasmid (Addgene plasmid 53301) and induced with 
100!µM of isopropyl &-)-1-thiogalactopyranoside and incubated over-
night at 25!°C. OCP–CAN was first purified by Ni-NTA affinity chroma-
tography (HisTrap affinity column, GE Healthcare), which produced a 
mixture of apo-OCP and holo-OCP protein. To separate the holoprotein 
from the apoprotein, hydrophobic interaction chromatography using 
a linearly decreasing (NH4)2SO4 gradient (from 1.5!M to 0!M) (HiTrap 
HIC phenyl column, GE Healthcare) was applied to the mixture. The 
maximum extinction coefficient of CAN (118,000!M'1!cm'1; 1:1 binding 
stoichiometry of CAN:OCP) was used to determine the concentra-
tion of the OCP–CAN holoprotein. The absorption spectrum of the 
E.!coli-expressed 6803 OCP inactive and photoconverted to the red 
form is consistent with a previous report20 (Extended Data Fig."7b).

Protein separation
The isolated PBS samples were concentrated by precipitation with 
20% (v/v) trichloroacetic acid before loading onto a SDS–PAGE 5–20% 
gradient gel. The gels were run for 25!min at 240!V and were stained 
with Coomassie brilliant blue. The protein composition as judged by 
SDS–PAGE in combination with liquid chromatography with tandem 
mass spectrometry (LC–MS/MS) (see below) confirmed the presence 
of all PBS subunits (Supplementary Tables"1 and 2). The purity of iso-
lated OCP was assessed using SDS–PAGE gels stained with Coomassie 
brilliant blue (Extended Data Fig."7a).

Absorption and fluorescence spectrum measurement
PBS ultraviolet–visible absorption spectra were collected using a Cary 
60 spectrophotometer (Agilent). The fluorescence emission spectra 
of PBS were recorded at room temperature from 600 to 800!nm in 
a fluorimeter (Tecan Spark 20M multimode microplate reader) with 
an excitation wavelength of 580!nm. OCP–CAN holoproteins were 
buffer-exchanged into 50!mM Tris-HCl, pH!8.0, and 200!mM NaCl 
before spectroscopy measurements. PBS and OCP–CAN absorption 
spectra were collected using a Cary 60 spectrophotometer (Agilent). 

Photoconversion of the inactive OCPO samples to the active OCPR form 
was carried out with 15!min of blue LED illumination (!max!=!470!nm, 
Philips Lumileds LXML-PB01-0030) at 1,000!µmol!photons!m'2!s'1.

PBS biotinylation
ChromaLink Biotin Labeling reagent, purchased from Solulink (https://
vectorlabs.com/chromalink-biotin-antibody-labeling-kit.html), was 
used as it incorporates a chromophore as part of the linker for spectro-
scopic quantification of incorporated biotin moieties. About 120!µl of 
the PBS sample in 0.75!M potassium phosphate buffer pH!7.5 was bioti-
nylated according to the manufacturer’s instructions using 1( modifica-
tion buffer (10( modification buffer (100!mM sodium phosphate and 
150!mM sodium chloride pH!8.0) diluted in 0.75!M potassium"phosphate 
pH!8.0). The concentration of the PBS sample was determined using the 
specific absorption extinction co-efficient "622!nm!=!42,660!mM'1!cm'1 
(ref. 19). The average number of biotin molecules covalently attached 
per PBS was spectroscopically determined to be about 1, as measured 
by absorption of the sample at 280 and 354!nm, using non-biotinylated 
PBS as a baseline and with the help of the calculator supplied by the kit 
manufacturer. Fluorescence emission spectra were used to confirm 
functional energy transfer in isolated PBS before and after biotinyla-
tion (Extended Data Fig. 1d).

OCP–PBS complex formation and in!vitro biotinylation
OCP was illuminated for 10!min by blue LED light (!max!=!470!nm, 
1,000!µmol!photons!m'2!s'1) to activate it. For OCP–PBS complex for-
mation, activated OCP was added to the isolated biotinylated PBS (in 
0.75!M potassium phosphate pH!7.5), giving an OCP/PBS ratio of 20. 
The samples were illuminated again under the same light for 20!min at 
room temperature. Fluorescence spectra were measured to quantify 
OCP-induced quenching (Extended Data Fig."7c).

Cryo-EM sample preparation
For sample preparation, we used Quantifoil Au 300 mesh 2/1 grids 
covered with a home-made streptavidin monolayer, which were manu-
factured as previously described23. To apply the sample, grids were first 
rehydrated in buffer!A (375!mM potassium phosphate pH!7.5) and then 
blotted dry with filter paper. A total of 4!µl of PBS sample at 5.3!mg!ml–1 
in buffer!B (750!mM potassium phosphate pH!7.5) was added to the grid 
and then incubated on the bench for 60!s. To promote the conversion of 
OCPO to OCPR, the OCP–PBS sample was illuminated with blue light at a 
wavelength of 470!nm for 5!min on the bench before application onto 
the grid. A total of 4!µl of OCPR–PBS at a concentration of 5.3!mg!ml–1 
(0.86!µM) in buffer!B was added to the grid and then incubated on 
the bench for 60!s. Grids were washed on two 10!µl drops of buffer!C 
(375!mM potassium phosphate pH!7.5, 3% w/v trehalose, 0.01% v/v NP40 
and 0.05% w/v &-octylglucoside) before being carefully wicked with 
Whatman filter paper. Next, 1!µl of buffer!C was rapidly added, and the 
grid lifted into a FEI Mark IV Vitrobot. The grid was then manually blot-
ted for 2–3!s at 18!°C and 100% humidity before plunging into a liquid 
ethane/propane (3:1) mix50. During the process, the PBS sample was 
exposed to ambient light for a total of approximately 2–3!min between 
pipetting and vitrification.

Cryo-EM data collection
For initial assessment of the PBS sample, grids were loaded onto a Talos 
Arctica microscope (Thermo Fisher Scientific) equipped with a Gatan 
K3 direct electron detector and operating at 200!kV (dataset!1). A total 
of 1,954 movies were collected at a super-resolution pixel size of 0.558!Å, 
a defocus range of '0.6!µm to '1.8!µm and a total exposure of 50!e–!Å–2 
using SerialEM51. Images were processed as described below.

After evaluation of the first dataset, dataset!2 of the PBS sample was 
collected on a Titan Krios G3i microscope operating at an acceleration 
voltage of 300!kV, equipped with a Gatan K3 direct electron detec-
tor operating in CDS mode52 and a GIF Quantum energy filter with a 
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20!eV slit width. A total of 12,051 movies were acquired with SerialEM 
in super-resolution counting mode. The super-resolution pixel size 
was 0.525!Å, and we used an image shift collection scheme with active 
beam tilt correction, a defocus range from '0.5!µm to '1.6!µm and 
a total electron exposure of 50!e–!Å–2. For OCP–PBS, a third dataset 
was collected to produce 13,427 movies and using the same imaging 
parameters as for dataset!2.

Image processing
All movies were aligned, gain corrected and binned by 2 using Motion-
Corr2 as implemented in RELION3 (ref. 53). The background streptavidin 
lattice in the motion-corrected micrographs was subtracted using 
MatLab and in-house scripts23. These subtracted micrographs were then 
imported into Cryosparc54 for patch CTF estimation and further image 
processing. For dataset!1 (PBS, Talos Arctica microscope), particles were 
picked using the blob picker, extracted with a box size of 720!pixels 
and subjected to one round of 2D classification. Good classes that 
represented different views of PBS were selected and used as templates 
for a second round of autopicking, which produced about 156,000 
particles. After another round of 2D classification, around 43,000 
particles in good classes were used to generate an ab initio model of 
PBS. A subsequent round of heterogenous refinement using this refer-
ence produced two distinct classes that represented the PBS up-down 
(66%) and PBS up-up (34%) conformations. These classes were refined 
to 4.1!Å and 4.5!Å, respectively.

For dataset!2 (PBS, Titan Krios microscope), particles were picked 
from 800 micrographs using templates generated from the PBS up-up 
reconstructions from dataset!1. After 2D classification and heterog-
enous refinement, three distinct classes that corresponded to PBS 
up-down, PBS up-up and PBS down-down conformations became 
apparent. Using these classes as references, 11,903 micrographs were 
picked to produce about 1,900,000 particles. After several rounds of 
heterogenous refinement, approximately 510,000 good particles were 
sorted into four classes that represented the three conformations: 
PBS up-down (50.6%), PBS up-up (38.9%) and PBS down-down (10.5%). 
Refinement of the three conformations produced overall resolutions 
of 2.7!Å (PBS up-up), 2.8!Å (PBS up-down) and 3.5!Å (PBS down-down).

During the initial rounds of 2D classification of the datasets, we 
observed that several classes corresponded to PBS–rods that aligned 
independently of the core section of PBS. To obtain reconstructions 
of the rods, these classes were used as templates for autopicking on a 
subset of 500 micrographs of dataset!2 and extracted with a box size 
of 360!pixels. 2D classification followed by ab initio model generation 
and heterogenous refinement generated a particle set that reached a 
resolution of 2.9!Å during non-uniform refinement. Using the same 
templates for picking from the entire dataset!2, around 2,100,000 
good particles were obtained that refined to a resolution 2.1!Å after 
CTF refinement, reaching Nyquist frequency. Further classification of 
the particle set to distinguish between different rod protomers within 
one PBS complex was unsuccessful and always produced the same 
conformation.

To visualize the contact area between two neighbouring rods in the 
PBS up-down conformation, particle subtraction followed by local 
refinement was carried out on the PBS up-down reconstruction. The 
map generated an improved resolution of 2.6!Å.

For dataset!3 (OCP–PBS, Titan Krios microscope), particles were 
picked from a subset of 870 micrographs using templates generated 
from the PBS up-up reconstructions from dataset!1 and with a box size 
of 1,000!pixels. Heterogeneous refinement produced a single good 
class that reached 3.4!Å resolution during refinement. Subsequently, 
particles were picked from all micrographs using the same templates 
and a box size of 720!pixels. From a total of about 2,500,000 particles, 
around 1,100,000 particles classified into a single good class that cor-
responded to PBS–OCPR, with no other conformations in the dataset 
apparent. Inspection of the reconstruction revealed flexibility in the 

core region, which resulted in elongated density artefacts in certain 
parts of the map and smeared density for OCP. To speed up subse-
quent processing steps, the box size was cropped to 360!pixels in real 
space, thus excluding the peripheral rods. 3D variability analysis (3DVA) 
revealed an overall twisting motion of the core and the partial loss of 
the bottom ApcAB hexamer rings on either side, presumably because 
of the overall fragility of the complex. A subset of particles showing 
improved OCP density was identified using 3DVA in cluster mode. This 
subset (about 341,000 particles) was subjected to non-uniform refine-
ment to produce a final resolution of 2.6!Å.

This particle stack was used to further improve several features of 
the core. To further improve the density for OCP, particle subtraction 
followed by local refinement was performed to obtain a map of OCP 
bound to the top ApcAB double hexamer at 2.6!Å resolution, and the 
map quality for OCP was visibly improved. To improve the CTD of OCP, 
this latter map was analysed using 3DVA, and a particle subset with 
better density for CTD, but a slightly worse overall resolution, was 
identified (around 180,000 particles, 2.8!Å resolution).

Similar strategies were used to obtain locally refined maps of the 
entire top cylinder (2.6!Å) and the entire B2 cylinder (2.5!Å), each with 
improved map quality. To obtain a reconstruction of holo-OCPR–PBS, 
including the rods, the cropped particles were re-extracted with a box 
size of 720!pixels and subjected to homogenous refinement, which 
produced an overall resolution of 2.7!Å.

To obtain a high-resolution reconstruction of the rods, templates 
obtained from dataset!1 from the PBS sample without OCP were used 
to pick and extract particles with a box size of 360!pixels. After 2D clas-
sification, a set of about 2,100,000 particles was selected for further 
processing. CTF refinement and non-homogenous refinement gener-
ated a reconstruction with a resolution of 2.1!Å, thus reaching Nyquist 
limit. Further classification of the particle set to detect the possible 
presence of different rod protomers within one PBS complex always 
produced the same conformation.

All processing for datasets!2 and 3 was carried out using C1 symme-
try, and resolutions were estimated with the FSC!=!0.143 criterion55. 
Reconstructions were either sharpened by B-factor or by using Deep-
EMhancer56 with the default tight mask pre-set.

Atomic model building and refinement
For PBS–OCPR from dataset!3, atomic models were built by first fitting 
existing structures of the % and & PC subunits (PDB identifier 4F0T (ref. 
57) and of the algal homologues from PDB identifiers 5Y6P and 6KGX 
(refs. 11,12)) as a template in COOT 0.95 (ref. 58). Linker domains were built 
ab initio by tracing the backbone and assigning the sequence and fitting 
the side chains using COOT 0.95 (ref. 58). Models were built sequentially, 
starting with the maps of the locally refined B and T!cylinders and the 
locally refined T!disc!2. The resulting atomic models were refined using 
the map of the core with appropriate restraints with the real space 
refinement program in PHENIX 1.19.2 (ref. 59) or Refmac 5.8.0267 (only 
for the B!cylinder)60. The rods were modelled and refined indepen-
dently using the same approach. Using PBS–OCPR atomic models as a 
basis, atomic models of the PBS core were refined using a cropped PBS 
up-down map with the real space refinement program in PHENIX 1.19.2 
(ref. 59). Similarly, models of the core of other PBS conformations were 
refined, but were found to be almost identical. Models of the PBS–OCPR 
rod were used as a basis for refinement of the PBS rod. To build water 
molecules present in the two rod maps, we used B-factor-sharpened 
maps in phenix.douse for an initial placement, tuned to avoid inclusion 
of spurious peaks. This was followed by manual inspection to remove 
obvious errors and to add waters in clear sites that had been missed, 
which resulted in a total of 2,672 water molecules for the PBS rod and 
1,324 water molecules for the OCP–PBS rod after repeated refinement 
and adjustments.

To arrive at models for all three holo-PBS complexes and the 
holo-OCP–PBS complex, maps and models for the individual rods and 
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core were rigid body docked into the density of each holo-PBS con-
former and the holo-OCP–PBS map, which resulted in an unambiguous 
orientation of each rod. Because the holo-PBS maps are not sufficiently 
resolved in the distal rod regions to allow for model refinement, models 
of the full complexes are for visualization only.

Modelling the energy flow within the PBS complex
Excitation energy transfer within PBS was studied in the limit of the 
Förster theory, using dipole–dipole approximation for the interpig-
ment coupling and implemented using custom MatLab scripts. The 
energy transfer rate k (in ps'1) values were computed using the fol-
lowing equation61:

k V J= 1.18 (1)ij
2

where J is the spectral overlap between donor emission and acceptor 
absorption, and the coupling V (in cm'1) is given by

V
µ µ #

R
= 5.04 (2)i j

3

where R is the centre-to-centre dipole separation in nm, # is the orienta-
tion factor and µi and µj are the transition dipole moments (in debye) 
of the donor and acceptor, respectively. We used effective transition 
dipole moments, including correction for the effect of dielectric 
properties of the protein (see ref. 61 for a discussion of this point). The 
direction of the pigment transition dipoles of bilin chromophores was 
placed along the axis of the conjugated parts of the molecules. The 
geometrical axis was obtained using the singular value decomposition 
on the atom coordinates. For bilins, the transition dipole moment of 
13!D was used for the bilins in rod (CPC) and 15!D was used for bilins in 
the core (APC) pigments62,63. The spectral overlap J was calculated from 
the area-normalized spectra of donor and acceptor taken from the lit-
erature7,64,65 and reported in Supplementary Table 6. The spectra used 
for calculations are shown in Extended Data Fig."13c; the bilins associ-
ated with ApcD and ApcE were considered as terminal emitters with 
red-shifted spectra. The uphill energy transfer rates kji were obtained 
using the detailed balance condition by multiplying the downhill rates 
kij by Boltzmann weights as follows66:

k k e= (3)ji ij
E E k T' ( ' ) /i j B

Using the full matrix of the excitation transfer rates computed 
using equation"(1), it is possible to write down a master equation that 
describes the time evolution of probability of exciton residence on i-th 
chromophore, with a vector-valued y(t)!=!yi(t) (for i running from 1 to 
the number of pigments) as follows:

y
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t
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d
= ( ) (4)

where K represents the transition matrix for which off-diagonal ele-
ments (Kij) represent the pairwise rates of energy transfer kij between 
donor (i) and acceptor (j) pigments. The diagonal elements are defined 
as follows:
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where kii
0 corresponds to the intrinsic excited state decay rate of the 

i-th pigment; we used k =ii
0  (1,500!ps)'1 for all bilins, except for b-84, 

which was assigned the lifetime of 900!ps on the basis of a previous 
study67. However, the exact value of this parameter has little effect on 
the simulation results. Solving equation"(4) for initial conditions given 
as y (0) = 1i  for i k= , and y (0) = 0i  for i k+ , produced the model for the 

excitation flow through PBS following excitation into the k-th pigment. 
A sum of y t( )i  over i then describes the total decay of the excitation in 
PBS. The validity of the model was tested by comparing the results with 
previously reported experimental data7. Extended Data Fig."13a,b shows 
that correspondence between the simulation and experimental data 
is reasonable, considering that the model was not adjusted to fit the 
experimental data and is based solely on the structural information 
and previously reported pigment spectra.

The same approach was used to calculate energy transfer and quench-
ing in the OCP–PBS complex. The key modification was the inclusion 
of CAN bound to OCP. For the transition dipole moment of the S0–S1 
transition of CAN (because the S1 state should be the energy accep-
tor), we used the value of 2.3!D obtained for the closely related carot-
enoid echinenone from calculations using a combination of molecular 
modelling and quantum chemistry68. We note that this is a mean value 
obtained for echinenone in OCPO. Thus, the actual value for CAN in 
OCPR bound to PBS may differ, but we note that binding of echinenone 
to OCP increased the mean dipole from 1.7!D in THF solution to 2.3!D in 
OCP68. The significant asymmetry in charge distribution around CAN 
when OCP is bound to PBS (Extended Data Fig."12a,b) is comparable to 
that in OCPO (ref. 69), which justified our approximation. The effect of 
the actual value of the carotenoid transition dipole moment was also 
studied, as shown in Extended Data Fig."9a,b. As expected, a larger S1 
dipole moment increased the efficiency of excitation quenching. To 
calculate the spectral overlap, the hypothetical absorption spectrum 
of the acceptor, which is associated with the forbidden S0–S1 transition 
of CAN, was modelled as a mirror image of the previously reported S1 
emission spectrum of the carotenoid peridinin70. The resulting spec-
trum was then shifted to match the expected 0-0 energy of the carot-
enoid S1 state in OCP71. The spectral overlap of APC fluorescence and 
the modelled S0–S1 absorption of CAN constructed this way is shown 
in Extended Data Fig."9c. Although this is a crude estimation, variation 
of the S1 energy did not significantly change the bilin-to-carotenoid 
transfer rates (Extended Data Fig."9d). The CAN S1 lifetime of 3.5!ps 
was used in the simulation, which was based on a previously reported 
value69. However, as the S1 lifetime of CAN is much shorter than the 
bilin-to-carotenoid quenching time, the actual value of the S1 lifetime 
has little effect on quenching dynamics. To evaluate the validity of the 
quenching model, we compared our simulations with those obtained 
from fitting the experimental data7. The results are shown in Extended 
Data Fig."9e,f, which demonstrated a reasonable match between our 
model based on energy transfer quenching and experimental data 
obtained from time-resolved fluorescence. However, to obtain the 
same quenching time as in the experiment, a larger dipole moment 
of the S0–S1 transition of CAN is needed (Extended Data Fig."9a,e). For 
the model of PBS–OCP quenching within the arrays, we modelled PBS 
structures into the available cryo-electron tomography map of a PBS 
array25, and then docked OCPs onto the PBS cores, which resulted in a 
model that contained five PBS in total. We then truncated this model 
to two PBS, in which one PBS had no OCP bound and another had both 
dimers of OCP bound to its core. We then applied our energy transfer 
model onto this PBS dimer. Graphs were created using OriginPro.

LC–MS/MS analysis of the PBS SDS–PAGE fractions
Gel bands were digested in-gel according to a previous method72 with 
modifications. In brief, gel bands were dehydrated using 100% ace-
tonitrile and incubated with 10!mM dithiothreitol in 100!mM ammo-
nium bicarbonate, pH of about 8, at 56!°C for 45!min. The samples were 
dehydrated again and incubated in the dark with 50!mM iodoaceta-
mide in 100!mM ammonium bicarbonate for 20!min. Gel bands were 
then washed with ammonium bicarbonate and dehydrated again. 
Sequencing-grade modified trypsin was prepared to 0.01!µg!µl–1 in 
50!mM ammonium bicarbonate, and about 100!µl of this was added to 
each gel band so that the gel was completely submerged. Bands were 
then incubated at 37!°C overnight. Peptides were extracted from the 



gel by water bath sonication in a solution of 60% acetonitrile and 1% 
trifluoroacetic acid and vacuum dried to around 2!µl.

Dried samples were resuspended to 20!µl in 2% acetonitrile and 
0.1% trifluoroacetic acid. An injection of 5!µl was automatically made 
using a Thermo EASYnLC 1000 onto a Thermo Acclaim PepMap RSLC 
0.1!mm!(!20!mm C18 trapping column and washed for about 5!min with 
buffer!A. Bound peptides were then eluted over 35!min onto a Thermo 
Acclaim PepMap RSLC 0.075!mm!(!250!mm resolving column with a 
gradient of 5% buffer!B to 40% buffer!B over 24!min, ramping to 90% 
buffer!B for 25!min and held at 90% buffer!B for the duration of the run 
(buffer!A comprised 99.9% water and 0.1% formic acid; buffer!B com-
prised 80% acetonitrile, 0.1% formic acid and 19.9% water) at a constant 
flow rate of 300!nl!min–1. The column temperature was maintained 
at a constant temperature of 50!°C using an integrated column oven 
(PRSO-V1, Sonation).

Eluted peptides were sprayed into a ThermoScientific Q-Exactive 
mass spectrometer (Thermo) equipped with a FlexSpray spray ion 
source. Survey scans were taken in the Orbitrap (70,000 resolution, 
determined at m/z!200), and the top 15 ions in each survey scan were 
then subjected to automatic higher energy collision induced dissocia-
tion with fragment spectra acquired at 17,500 resolution. The resulting 
MS/MS spectra were converted to peak lists using Mascot Distiller, 
v.2.7.1 (Matrix Science) and searched against a database containing 
all Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 protein sequences and appended with 
common laboratory contaminants (downloaded on 17 November 2020 
from UniProt and Global Proteome Machine, respectively) using the 
Mascot searching algorithm (v.2.7). The Mascot output was then ana-
lysed using Scaffold, v.5.0 (Proteome Software) to probabilistically 
validate protein identifications. Assignments validated using the Scaf-
fold 1% FDR confidence filter were considered true.

We performed LC–MS/MS on the protein bands to confirm the iden-
tity of all the PBS components (Supplementary Table"2).

Bioinformatics
We obtained HMM profiles for each phycobiliprotein by collecting 
all PBS sequences using jackhmmer (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/
hmmer/search/jackhmmer) against the rp75 UniProt proteome with 
a starting sequence of each Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 PBS protein. 
Apc and linker proteins were then each aligned using ClustalW73 and 
used to generate a phylogenetic tree using RAxML74 with default 
parameters and PROTGAMMAW substitution matrix. Sequences 
from major branches that contain each Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 
protein were aligned with ClustalW and trimmed with trimAl75 and the 
trimmed alignment was used to generate HMM profiles for each pro-
tein. The HMM profiles were then combined into a PBS sequence HMM 
library. We then downloaded the 500 most complete non-redundant 
cyanobacterial proteomes from UniProt and searched them with 
the combined HMM profile library, and occurrences of each type 
of PBS protein were counted. We then compared the protein counts 
with those of Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 and chose the 50 closest 
proteomes for sequence conservation analysis. For each PBS protein, 
we then aligned those sequences with ClustalW73, manually checked 
the alignment, trimmed them with trimAl75 and visualized the pro-
tein sequence conservation with Weblogo (3.74)76. Orthologues of 
ApcG were found by searching with a profile HMM (constructed 
from sll1873 homologues obtained through a BLAST search) against 
420 non-redundant UniProt proteomes that contained a complete 
PBS protein set (as described above). Sequences were aligned using 
ClustalW73,74, trimmed with trimAl75, HMMs were generated using 
hmmbuild (from HMMER) and proteomes searched with hmmsearch. 
Initial hits were verified and used to generate a refined HMM; a final 
hmmsearch run with a low score cut-off (T!=!10 parameter, corre-
sponding to an e-value of about 0.5) was used to detect remote ApcG 
orthologues that were then verified by manual inspection of the 
sequence alignment.

Structural visualization
Structures were analysed with Chimera77, ChimeraX78 and PyMOL79. 
Protein interfaces were analysed using PISA80 and Profunc81 from the 
European Bioinformatics Institute. The PyMOL APBS plugin82 was used 
with default parameters to calculate the electrostatic surfaces shown 
in Extended Data Fig."12a,b.

Reporting summary
Further information on research design is available in the"Nature 
Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability
The atomic coordinates have been deposited in the PDB with the acces-
sion codes 7SC8 for the rod, 7SC7 for the PBS up-down core, 7SC9 for 
the core–PBS complex, 7SCB for the PBS–OCP B!cylinder, 7SCC for 
the PBS–OCP T!cylinder and 7SCA for the rod of the PBS–OCP sample.
The electron microscopy maps have been deposited in the Electron 
Microscopy Data Bank with the accession codes 25029 for the PBS 
rod, 25028 for the PBS up-down core, 25069 for the full map of the PBS 
up-down conformation and the rod–rod contact, 25070 for the full 
map of the PBS down-down conformation, 25071 for the full map of the 
PBS up-up conformation, 25030 for the OCP–PBS core, 25031 for the 
OCP–PBS rod, 25032 for the B!cylinder OCP–PBS, 25033 for the T!cyl-
inder OCP!PBS and 25068 for the full OCP–PBS. The raw micrographs 
for all datasets have been deposited in the Electron Microscopy Public 
Image Archive with the accession code 11133.
Full atomic models for the three PBS conformations are available as 
Supplementary Data. Because they are based on composite maps and 
have not been fully refined, they should be used with care. All other data 
are available from the corresponding authors upon reasonable request.

Code availability
The code used in this study to subtract the streptavidin lattice from the 
electron micrographs and to calculate the energy transfer within PBS 
is available on GitHub at https://github.com/pvsauer/StreptavidinLat-
ticeSubtraction and https://github.com/dbina/PBS_2022, respectively.
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | Biochemical and spectroscopic PBS characterization. 
a, Representative protein composition analysis of the PBS sample by SDS-PAGE. 
Identification of the components by MS can be found in Supplementary 
Table"2. The purification was repeated at least three times, yielding the same 
results. b, Absorption, and fluorescence spectrum of the isolated PBS in 0.75!M 
K-phosphate pH 7.5. The PBS shows a maximum absorbance at 620!nm 
corresponding to phycocyanin (PC), and a shoulder at 650!nm corresponding 

to allophycocyanin (APC). The fluorescence peak maximum is ~670!nm when 
PC is preferentially excited (excitation at 580!nm), and a shoulder from 740!nm 
to 780!nm. c, Sucrose gradient of PBS showing the intense blue band that was 
used for cryo-EM. d, Fluorescence spectra of PBS before and after in"vitro 
biotinylation. Collectively, these data show that the PBS preparation was 
structurally and functionally intact.
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Extended Data Fig. 2 | Cryo-EM data processing of PBS data. a, Example  
raw micrograph before and after streptavidin lattice subtraction. b, Fourier 
transform of a showing Bragg diffraction of streptavidin crystal before 
subtraction. Tens of thousands of similar micrographs were recorded.  
c, Processing pipeline of dataset 2, yielding the structures presented in this 

paper. Blue to red color shadings represent local resolution estimates at 
FSC!=!0.143 ranging from 2 to 6!Å. The three PBS conformations and the 
structure of the rod are shown at two different thresholds to visualize both 
overall shape and higher resolution details.



Extended Data Fig. 3 | Map and Model quality of PBSup-down. a, EM density 
examples of CpcA, ApcE and associated bilins showing map quality of the 
PBSup-down. b and c, Cropped PBSup-down map, model and corresponding Fourier 

shell correlation (FSC) curves. Resolution of masked and unmasked models are 
indicated at FSC!=!0.5.
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Extended Data Fig. 4 | Assembly of the PBS. The core cylinders consist of four 
stacked discs; each disc contains three %- and three &-type Apc proteins that 
form the signature (%&)6 hexamers. Besides the canonical ApcA and ApcB 
proteins, B1 and B2 cylinders contain one copy each of ApcD and ApcF, as well as 
the phycobiliprotein domain of ApcE. These are symmetrically arranged in the 

two bottom cylinders, oriented towards the membrane. ApcG, ApcD and  
ApcE protrude out of the core, indicating their likely role in contacting the 
photosystems. Each rod contains three stacked discs, each consisting of one 
CpcA/B hexamer. The overall architecture of the PBS core is in agreement with 
modelling predictions43.



Extended Data Fig. 5 | Cryo-EM analysis of the OCPR-PBS complex.  
a, Example raw micrograph before and after streptavidin lattice subtraction.  
b, Fourier transform of (a) showing Bragg diffraction from the streptavidin 
crystal before subtraction. Tens of thousands of similar micrographs were 

recorded. c, The workflow for the cryo-EM data processing. Maps of PBS-OCPR 
and the rod are shown with two different thresholds to show flexible regions 
and connectivity.
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Extended Data Fig. 6 | Map and Model quality of PBS-OCPR. a, examples of 
map density quality from different regions of the PBS-OCPR. b-e, Map and 
Model quality of PBS-OCPR. Local resolution maps, models and corresponding 

Fourier shell correlation (FSC) curves. Resolution of masked and unmasked 
models are indicated at FSC = 0.5. Maps are colored by local resolution from 2 
to 4!Å at FSC!=!0.143.



Extended Data Fig. 7 | Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 OCP Purification!and 
OCP-PBS interaction. a, Representative coomassie blue-stained SDS-PAGE. 
The purification was repeated at least three times with similar results. b, UV-Vis 
absorption spectra of the OCPO (inactive form) and OCPR (active form).  

c, Fluorescence quenching of 1:20 (PBS:OCP). The PBS is biotinylated.  
d, Titration PBS:OCP fluorescence quenching at various ratios indicated.  
e–g, Close-up view of the interaction between OCP and the PBS with the 
supporting densities.
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Extended Data Fig. 8 | Structural comparison between light-harvesting 
PBS and quenched PBS. a, Superimposition of the PBS-OCPR (colored as in 
Fig."1) and PBS up-up (grey). b, Superimposition of the PBS-OCPR and the PBS 
down-down conformation (transparent surface). Both shown in surface 
representation. c, Model of OCPR (red) from Synechocystis PCC sp. 6803 

structure superposed into the comparable position of the PBS structure from 
Anabaena sp. strain PCC 7120 PBS (PDB:7EYD) d, Model of OCPR (red) from 
Synechocystis PCC sp. 6803 structure superposed into the comparable 
position of the PBS structure from Synechococcus sp. PCC 7002 PBS 
(PDB:7EXT13). The rods are omitted for clarity.



Extended Data Fig. 9 | Spectroscopic parameters and energy flow in 
quenched PBS. a, Effect of the transition dipole moment (TDM) of 
canthaxanthin in OCP on the lifetime of excitation in PBS; the horizontal 
dashed line indicates the lifetime of unquenched PBS (TDM!=!0) b, Distribution 
of TDM values of echinenone in OCP, adapted from68. In panels (a) and (b) the 
red vertical dashed line indicates the mean TDM value, 2.3 D, used in our 
calculations; the range marked by grey lines is used for simulations shown in 
panel (e). Reproduced from Ref. 68 with permission from the PCCP Owner 
Societies. c, Normalized spectra of APC fluorescence (red) and estimated S0-S1 
absorption of CAN; d, Dependence of the bilin-to-CAN energy transfer time on 
the CAN S1 energy for the two closes bilin-CAN pairs. The dashed vertical line in 
panels (c) and (d) indicates the S1 energy 14000!cm'1 used in all calculations;  
e, Decay associated spectra obtained from a simulation based on the OCP-PBS 
structure. It represents the excitation energy flow in the fully quenched 
OCP-PBS after excitation into the far end of the rod. The value of the green 
component, corresponding to the quenching, depends on the TDM value 
shown in panel (a), 400!ps is obtained for the mean TDM value of 2.3 D, 200!ps 

corresponds to TDM of !4 D. f, The same spectra obtained from fitting the 
time-resolved fluorescence data (adapted with permission from7). g, PBS  
array with OCP bound. OCP biding sites are still accessible. h, Simulation of 
excitation energy flow in a phycobilisome pair (PBS1, black; PBS2, red) after 
excitation into the outer tip of the PBS1 bottom rod. Cyan (single PBS) and blue 
(PBS pair) kinetics monitors population in the rod. Grey, black and red lines 
represent excitation summed over all bilins in the PBS. Grey line shows the  
total excitation in a single PBS without OCP; In the PBS pair, the excitation is 
distributed from the initially excited PBS1 (black) to PBS2 (red). Solid line,  
PBS pair without OCP; short dash, each PBS binds 4 OCPs; long-dash PBS2 binds 
4 OCPs, PBS1 has no OCP. This simulation shows that the effect of OCP is  
shared between PBS in the pair. Analysis of transfer times suggested less than 
20 inter-PBS bilin pairs with transfer times shorter than 20!ps. Majority of those 
were in the top cylinder of the core. Several close contacts were also identified 
between rods, however, the comparison of the blue and cyan traces shows  
that arranging PBS into a pair has little effect on the excitation dynamics  
within a rod.
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Extended Data Fig. 10 | Molecular details of the PBS. a, Alignment of  
ApcE with red algae homologs (PDB:5Y6P Griffithsia pacifica, PDB:6KGX 
Porphyridium purpureum). RMSD is 1.9!Å, differences are circled. b, Structural 
models of ApcC, ApcG and CpcD. CpcD and ApcC consist of a single pf01383 
domain. c, Alignment of CpcG1 with red algae homologs. Circle in CpcG1 shows 
C-terminal domain. CpcG1 is related to algal LRC1 linker with RMSD of 0.7!Å in 
the pf00427 domain. The C-terminal domain of CpcG1 has homology to LRC1a 
with RMSD of 0.6!Å. d, Comparison of CpcC1 and CpcC2. e–g, interaction 

between CpcD, CpcC2, CpcC1 and CpcG1. Interacting residues are highlighted. 
h, Alignment of ApcD and ApcF with red algae homologs. ApcD is related to  
the red algal homolog with RMSD of 0.6!Å while ApcF aligns with an RMSD  
of 0.6!Å with its homolog. The only major differences exist in loop regions.  
i, Comparison of densities of ApcG between our study and13. Reconstructions 
of the Synechococcus sp. strain PCC 7002 PBS and Anabaena sp. strain PCC 7120 
PBS show ApcG density after map smoothening (Gaussian filter ,!=!1!Å).



Extended Data Fig. 11 | PBS rod conformation. a, Side view of AcpAB disc 
showing the groove network that organizes CpcG1 linker attachment to the  
PBS core. Selected residues are labeled. b, Salt bridge formed between two 
neighboring rods when the mobile rod adopts the ‘down’ conformation.  

EM density is transparent, dark grey and shows the conformation of R150 when 
the mobile rod is ‘up’. A bilin molecule in very close proximity of R150 of CpcB is 
also shown.
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Extended Data Fig. 12 | OCPR features. a and b, electrostatics of the protein 
environment of the carotenoid tunnel mapped on the OCPR bound to the 
PBS. a, Carotenoid tunnel with the &1 and &2 indicated and carotenoid shown as 
sticks. b, Electrostatic surfaces of the proteins around the carotenoid tunnel 
and the nearby bilins; carotenoid and bilins shown as sticks. c, CTD-CTD List of 

residues that interact within 4!Å. d, Close-up view of the P276-W277-F278 loop 
covering the opening to the carotenoid tunnel in the CTD of OCPO. e, Sequence 
conservation logo for the CTD (beginning at residue 199) of the OCP. Residues 
involved in the dimerization are highlighted with a yellow dot.



Extended Data Fig. 13 | Decay associated spectra (DAS) and PBS arrays.  
DAS spectra obtained either a, from simulation or b, from fitting the data 
obtained from time-resolved fluorescence (right, adapted with permission 
from ref. 7) monitoring the excitation energy flow in the PBS. In simulations, 
PBS was excited into the far end of the rod. The ~100!ps component (green) in 
the experimental data was interpreted as due to excitation annihilation83, 

hence it is not present in the simulation. c, Absorption (black) and emission 
(red) spectra of bilins used to model the excitation energy transfer in PBS. d, 
PBS arrays were modeled based on cryo-electron tomography data from ref. 25.  
Only the up-up conformation is compatible with PBS arrays. e, The up-down 
conformation would result in array termination. f, A PBS switching to the 
down-down conformation could result in array dispersion.
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Extended Data Table 1 | Cryo-EM data collection, re"inement and validation statistics of PBS



Extended Data Table 2 | Cryo-EM data collection, re"inement and validation statistics of OCP–PBS
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